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Learning to share
There was an apartment guide lift out that included extensive SCA (Vic) comment in The Sunday Age
Domain, published 29/08/2010. The article, “Learning to share” wrote that it can be a rude shock to
discover you are not the only king of your castle.
Shush turns to shove
Inner-city residents are finding sound reasons to consider noise around
their home. This included SCA (Vic) comment and was published
20/09/2010 in The Age Domain [also SMH and Brisbane Times].

Floods
SCA (Vic) was interviewed on radio 16/02/2011 about advice on cleaning pools and spas
after floods. 3SR FM is a Shepparton based radio station covering the whole of North
Eastern Victoria, including for example flood affected Rochester.
United we stand
A media article that included comment by SCA (Vic), “United
we stand”, wrote that many owners regard meetings as a
tedious requirement of apartment living, but to others they're
an opportunity to create a sense of community with their neighbours. This was in the Sunday Age
apartment guide lift out 06/03/2011.
Paying for the pleasure
Don't forget to check the expenses in the fine print, writes David Adams. This article,
including SCA (Vic) comment, was about OC fees and appeared in The Age Domain,
21/05/2011
CBD apartments hung out to dry
A feud is brewing in the CBD’s residential towers over unsightly balconies, with a
residents’ group calling for the State Government to step in to clean up the mess,
writes Nic Price.
Including SCA (Vic) comment, it was published in the Melbourne Leader,
06/06/2011.

Owners corporations could now have a plan to save energy
The City of Melbourne, SCA (Vic) and others are embarking on a project that could transform
Victoria’s existing multi-unit residential buildings to become more sustainable. Here is how it came
about.
This article 23/06/2011 in The Fifth Estate citing SCA (Vic) was an edited version of a minor thesis,
'Facilitating greenhouse gas abatement in existing multi-unit housing', by Belinda Strickland.
Jobs Guide 2011
SCA (Vic) & strata managing agents are included in this to promote a career in the industry, and it’s
distributed to all Year 10 students across Australia. Around 350,000 books are distributed.

NBN Co to foot the bill in linking up apartments
The National Broadband Network Company will cover the cost of rewiring old
apartment blocks to ensure they can connect to the $43 billion project. The
formal position is in line with one of the 84 recommendations outlined in the
$25 million McKinsey KPMG implementation study, which the government is
yet to respond to. This included SCA comment and was published in The
Australian, 26/10/2010.
Strata title laws “a disaster”
th

NSW is the home of one of the 20 century’s most important inventions: the strata title, launched in
1961. But now leading strata management bodies say Australia’s strata legislation is a dog’s
breakfast. Including SCA comment, it was published in the Australian Financial Review, 2324/10/2010.
Young lives on the line
Apartment owners could be heading for a fall. Apartment owners and body corporate committee
members could be blamed for children’s injuries caused by falling out of windows this summer. This
included SCA comment and was published in the Sunday Telegraph, NSW, 7/11/2010.

